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Commissioners Visit Small Businesses in St. Mary’s County 
 

Leonardtown, MD – As part of Small Business Month the Commissioners of St. Mary’s County 

visited three thriving small businesses. 

 

Commissioners began their tour at Coherent Technical Services, Inc. (CTSI) ibn Lexington Park. 

The veteran-owned company employs 90 people (60 of which are located in their Lexington Park 

location). The company provides engineering solutions to government and industry and has a 

growing niche in rapid prototyping, fabrication, and small scale manufacturing. 

 

Managing Director Tom Sanders says the company is also providing space to 3NChemicals and 

mentoring Jeb Henderson, the owner of a start-up company which has licensed a patent from 

NAWC-AD and is currently competing proof-of-concept for commercial application of his 

innovation. 

 

The next stop was at BCF Solutions in Hollywood. Division Director Mike Cooper explained that 

BCF supports the design, fabrication, integration, and fielding and lifecycle management of 

tactical, portable, mobile and fixed-site systems. He indicated that rapid prototyping is a hallmark 

of the company. 

 

Mr. Cooper has also led the effort to establish the county’s first maker-space call PaxSpace in an 

adjacent facility. PaxSpace hosts the annual CrabPot Pitch Competition with the Southern 

Maryland Innovation and Technology (SMIT) initiative. 

 

The final stop on the tour was at AIRTECH in California. Company President Steve Bildman says 

the company is an aviation and technology integration company specializing in maritime radar 

surveillance, range safety, and airborne telemetry. 

 

“The tour was an excellent opportunity to get a firsthand look at the remarkable work these small 

businesses are doing,” said Commissioner President Randy Guy. “Businesses such as these will 

play a pivotal role in our efforts to diversify our economy.” 

 

Photos from the tour can be found on the county’s photo page at 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/stmaryscountygovernment/sets/. Media outlets may publish photos from the 

photo page with the MANDATORY COURTESY:  “Photo courtesy St. Mary’s County Public 

Information Office.” 
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